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Current status
o Aligned to latest Government advice
o No immediate change to railway message ‘travel with
confidence’ supporting those who are travelling through
- enhanced cleaning regime
- information in advance
- staff to help
- key messages for all: face coverings, wash hands
o Changes made progressively through spring /summer
linked to:
- demand
- feedback from stakeholders inc key workers, schools
and business
- operational feasibility with staff shielding/isolating;
delayed training
o Reliability and punctuality is key
- better performance for rail users
- infrastructure to support

Infrastructure works

Once in a lifetime opportunity to shift the biggest
driver of customer satisfaction
Pre-covid (Dec 2019)

No. of
services
(100%)

Punctuality
(70% O-T,
85% PPM)

Post-covid

No. of services

(90-95%)

Reliability

Punctuality

(3-4% C)

75-80% OT,
90-92% PPM

Reliability
(1.9-2.5% C)

Changed background
o Who will travel, what times of day – work
or leisure, no more traditional peak?
o How/when will numbers increase – high
level of uncertainty with need for flexibility
o Major work on the network reshaped e.g.
East Coast upgrade
o What does this mean for a punctual
railway that passengers can rely on

Principles for December 2020 timetable
1. Next national “step-up” timetable
2. Driver resource constraints (two in cab, route knowledge, Covid, test & trace,
quarantine, vulnerable, seasonal flu)
3. Maintain coronavirus measures and enable training requirements
4. Kings Cross work during winter timetable
5. Any peak time changes to be “additional” – maintaining continuity
6. No new routes
7. Delivers new enhancements – King’s Lynn 8-car operation

Customer Satisfaction driven by performance
o What is important for customers?

o Punctuality & reliability – No 1 driver of satisfaction
o Services to suit new demand
o What will the future require?
o Ambition : To Build Back Better, Greener and Faster by
creating a high performing railway that meets the needs
of passengers

2021 – punctuality and reliability
Was the balance in the past wrong? Is it right for our future?
1. May 2012 – 560,900 services per period – 95% UK PPM
2. May 2019 – 608,700 services per period – 85% UK PPM

Performance Improvements have not offset increase in
reactionary delay

The main driver of delay is “reactionary delay” (congestion)

Thameslink punctuality & reliability – September 2019-September 2020

• Pre-lockdown –
reactionary
delay far out of
proportion to
primary delay
• Start of
lockdown and
reduction in
train service
has a major
impact

2020? – What happened during lockdown?

Reactionary delay in proportion to
primary delay

What’s happening right now?
31/07 – Power issues at
KX/STP and Royston

Reactionary delay beginning to
overtake primary delay

WC 14/09 – Farringdon
power and track circuit
failures

• Approaching
3,000 daily
services
• Reactionary
delay now at–
1.27 minutes
per minute of
primary delay
• Incidents now
spreading
delay across
the network –
exponential
growth
• Clearly
approaching
“tipping point”

Recent performance – period 6 and 7 to date

Recent performance
o Significant increase in trespass and
suicide attempts
o Run of infrastructure issues at the end
of period 6
o Power and signalling at Farringdon
o Damage to signalling cables at St
Albans
o Snapshot of performance on
Wednesday 16 September
o UKPN power cable (pictured) closed
Arun Valley prior to safe removal

Performance Management ‘War Room’
• Launched autumn 2019 to
provide governance and
oversight of East Midlands
Route performance
programmes including ‘First
50 Miles’ Plan.
• Fortnightly review of
progress v plans with heads
of service: key TOCs invited
to attend and outputs
shared.
• Feeds East Mids ‘One Plan’
following GTR best practice

First 50 Miles Key Achievements
• CI programme for OLE team completed – focussed on: training and competence, daylight access
for inspection regime, overhaul of MSP, creation of standard incident response kits, ‘in house’
mentorship of key tasks, new leadership team.
• Dedicated tech team recruited for Cricklewood Depot from August.
• Enhanced cab riding regime for early warning of ‘bad bumps’. Positive feedback from Drivers.
• Enhanced OLE inspection regime in Core based on performance risk.
• Accelerated rail renewal of ‘Core’. Completes Dec 20.
• Enhanced veg removal plan Luton – Flitwick underway.
• Zero CRT30/60 <53 (rail temp) degrees c on 1st 50 miles.
• Signalling power resilience taskforce mobilised focussing on integrity of 650V power systems.
• 20 S&C units have been ordered as strategic spares for critical junctions.
• Enhanced ‘core’ reliability plan mobilised by Mtce and Asset Mgmt teams.
• Commissioned dual detection in the Core to prevent disruption due to localised flooding or IBJ
failure.
• Additional Signalling, OLE and MOM response capability resourced and in place to reduce
response time to incidents.
• OLE stretch recovery programme delivered significantly improving hot weather capability of the
OLE system.

First 50 Miles Next Steps
• Authorisation of ‘50+50 strategy’: creation of Kettering DU to allow Bedford DU to fully focus
on 1st 50 miles.
• Relocation of OLE teams to Luton to improve response time to incidents. Year 3 CP6.
• 24/7 Bedford MOM cover from Jan 21.
• Continuation of deveg program South of Luton incl 5 high risk sites.
• Installation of 18 RRAPs at access points to improve response capability.
• Installation of pigeon netting in the core to prevent bird strikes on OLE and tripping.
• Installation of secondary insulation at 30 sites across EM. Work starts wk 24.
• Approval for use of chainsaws in MEWP baskets reducing OLE tripping risk.
• Trial of balance weight monitoring system – to give accurate temp data for grounding risk.
• Infill of tunnel shafts in Clerkenwell Tunnels. Year 3 cp6.
• Redesign ring dams to redirect water into drainage system.
• Removal of structures vegetation (tripping risk). Works scoped.
• Jetting of Core drainage system wk 19.
• Weekly litter pick to reduce blockage risk of ‘sensitive’ drainage system..
• MK3B and UKMS training span installed at Bedford DU – completes August 20.
• New Cricklewood Depot completes September 20.
All CP6 Year 2 unless specified
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